


Welcome on board Duchess, a high-performance sailboat. 
Combining speed and elegance, it was built in Italy by 
Cantieri Sangermani, interiors designed by Nauta Yachts 
and exteriors and naval architecture by Bruce Farr of Farr 
Yacht Design. 

INTRODUCING DUCHESS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Built:                 1998

Refitted:          2013

Upgrades:      2019 and 2022

Register:        Spain

Length:           28m

Crew:              4

Guests:          up to 12

Speed:           12 knots

Electricity:   220W/European plugs



Four welcoming cabins, three featuring 
hatches opening to the deck. All cabins have 
private bathrooms with showers and good 
storage areas.

ACCOMMODATION

The Owner’s suite has two double beds, a 
private bathroom with separate shower, 
hatch to the deck, porthole and ample 
storage space. 

Two cabins can accommodate up to three people each, featuring one double bed and a murphy 
bed, private bathroom with separate shower and ample storage space. Hatch to the deck and a 
porthole.    One cabin with an upper and lower bunk, private bathroom, and deck prisms.

Around Duchess:
We can find three indoor sitting areas, an air-
conditioned dining area that can accommodate all 
guests in one sitting. And two other separate areas 
ideal to relax or enjoy a drink. A small library with a 
supply of reference books will be available in one of 
the areas.

Outside you can find an undercover sitting area 
ideal to sit back, unwind and watch the world go by.

There is a magnificent swimming platform aft of the 
yacht, with a ladder to the water level which provides 
easy access to any water-based activities. A freshwater 
shower is also available.



Unrivalled Experience

Throughout your journey our experienced and dedicated expedition team 
and crew will endeavour to make every moment filled with memories to 
last a lifetime.

With over thirty years of experience, we have a deep understanding of the 
foundations of small expedition cruising. We build unique itineraries, 
provide high-value options that are supported by exceptional client 
services.   At Expedition Experience we believe no two journeys are the 
same, our aim is to provide you with a true and unique experience.



www.expeditionexperience.com

CALL US NOW : +1-902-919-2606

email: travel@expeditionexperience.com
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